
The cordless electric heated bottle that takes the classic 
hot-water bottles to the next level.

Since 2014, Dutch lifestyle brand Stoov has been setting new standards when it 
comes to turning cold moments into a warm, comforting experience in the blink 
of an eye. Homey by Stoov is the innovative alternative to an indispensable 
household classic: the hot-water bottle. The small and stylish Homey cordless 
electric heated bottle replaces boiling water with 100% safe, certified infrared 
heating technology and is especially safe with integrated overheating protecti-
on and automatic shut-off. The heat level can be individually adjusted from 34 
degrees to 42 degrees Celsius and thanks to easy charging, Homey provides 

hours of cozy warmth - whether on the couch, in bed or on a camping trip.

Homey by Stoov



Homey infrared technology warms from the inside out, facilitating mus-
cle relaxation. This helps improve blood circulation, relieves pain, loosens 
joints, strengthens the cardiovascular system and helps revitalize the 
skin. Especially for women who struggle with discomfort during their pe-
riod, Homey offers a welcome source of warmth with a beautiful design 
and innovative technology to help provide relief. Thanks to its cordless 
design, Homey can be taken anywhere and provides several hours of 

soothing warmth when fully charged. 

Homey is available in the Stoov Original look in warm gray. The classic in 
the Stoov fabric collection is made from high-quality, recyclable synthe-
tic fibers, is pleasantly soft, wrinkle-resistant and goes with any interior 
style. Additionally, the Homey is available covered in soft Velvet in the 
colors Pepper Pink and Juniper Blue, and also in the cozy Knitted edition 

in the colors Old Pink and Old Green.

Stoov is aware of its responsibility and has set itself the goal of making a 
valuable contribution to sustainable development. Fundamentals such 
as responsible production processes, ethical choice of materials and so-
cially responsible working conditions are firmly anchored in the compa-
ny’s philosophy - and new, sustainable measures are constantly being 

developed.

Portable, comforting warmth for body, mind & soul




